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CBSE Sample Paper 5
General Instruction:

1. Answer all questions
2. Internal choices are provided for some questions
3. Question numbers 1 to 8 are very short answer questions and carry 1 mark each.
4. Question numbers 8 to 18 are short answer questions and carry 2 marks each.
5. Question numbers 19 to 27 are also short answer questions and carry 3 marks each.
6. Question numbers 28 to 30 are long answer questions and carry
7. Use log tables if necessary.

Very Short Answer type questions

Q
L 0 Å in vacuum.
W

Q
T on.The length
o pplied across
t urrent
r

Q
F

Q
What is the name of the temperature where ferromagnetism vanishes in the substance and
the substance becomes paramagnetic ?

Question 5
What is the unit of magnetic moment?

Question 6
A capacitor of capacity 10µF is connected in series with an inductance of 1 henry having
an AC source of frequency 50 Hertz. What is the impedance of the circuit?
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Question 7
State Wien’s displacement Law

Question 8
Define activity of the radioactive substance?

Short Answer type questions

Question 9
The energy of the photon is 10eV. Calculate following

hoton

Qu
The The charge on
the cted to the
eart

Qu
Wh

Qu

Qu
A r o its average
life

Qu
Tw esistance is Req
Sta

2) Voltage drop is same across both
3) Current is lower in higher resistance

Question 15
Write the formula for the magnetic force acting between two parallel moving
charges ,explaining the meaning of the symbols used?
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Question 16
An electron is passing through a field
Please answer these question with reason

a) The electron comes out of field with out any deflection and field present is
magnetic field. Can this be true?

b) The electron comes out of field with deflection. Is it necessary that Field is
definitely magnetic ?

Question 17
What is photoelectric cell’s? Explain the working of Photovoltaic ce

Question 18
A b

ncy of the AC

Qu
Wh l at a point on
tbe

Qu
Tw V
resp

in parallel

Qu
ohm. What is

Qu
Wh e equation?

Question 23
A convex lens of focal length 20 cm and made of glass of refractive index 1.5 is
immersed in water. Find the change in the focal length of the lens. Refractive index of
water is 1.33

Question 24
i) What is truth table of a logic gate?
ii) Wrie Boolean expression and truth table for AND gate
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Question 25
An alternating voltage given by

)452500sin(210)( 0 ttV
It is applied across a series combination of Resistance R=3K ohm and Capacitor of
capacitance C=.1μF
Find out following things from the above given values
i)The peak value and rms value of the current in the circuit
ii)The phase difference between current and voltage
iii)The power factor of the circuit

Question 26
The ground state energy of hydrogen atom is -13.6 eV. If an electro n
from a energy level -.85eV to -3.4 eV ,Calculate the wavelength of th
emi

Qu
Wh w will you use it
to d

Qu
rmula for the
ve index.
are respectively

nomical
ying power if

nd 3 cm which
order to obtain

Qu
Wh on between
half

Qu
Exp otron. Show
that cyclotron frequency does not depend on the speed of the particle

OR
i) Derive the expression for current carrying conductor in the magnetic Filed
ii) A current of 3.0 A is flowing through a wire of length 100cm. The wire is

placed at right angle with the direction of the Uniform magnetic Field of 5.0
X10-4 N/Am. What force will act on the wire?
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Solutions
Solution 1

1) Zero as velocities of light is constant in vaccum

Solution 2

I1 V
R1

 VA
ρ

I2 V  VA

Sol
The series , and
then

Ceq

Sol

Cur

Sol
Am

Sol
The

 
Her
ω=2πf=314 s
Substituting the values, we get
Z=4.5Ω

Solution 9
The formula are

  
 1
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 2

  
 4

The wavelength can be found from equation 1, and then momentum can be found from
equation 2.Rest mass is zero and kinetic mass can be found from equation 3

Solution 10
Let q be the charge on the inner shell, The potential would be then

  1   
Sin
q=-

Sol
1
 

Sol
Tru
Tru
Tru

Sol


Sol
For
1




Wh


 

For the lens in water



 


  


 


--(2)

Now µg=1.5 and µw=1.33

From equation (1) and (2) ,we get
Fw=78.2 cm
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So change in focal length =58.2 cm

Solution 25
The voltage is given by

)452500sin(210)( 0 ttV
Comparing it with the standard equation

)sin(0   tVV

We get

serad
VoltV

/2500
2100






Now

Z

Sub
Z=5

The

irms

i0 

The



The

cos

Sol
Ene
=.0
Now
hν=hc/λ=E2-E1
or
λ=hc/(E2-E1)
Substituting all the values
λ=4.853X10-7 m=4853 Å
This wavelength belongs to balmer series of hydrogen atom


